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Guided Hikes in the
Manchester-Essex Woods

H

ave you always wanted to explore deepwoods trails in the Wilderness Conservation
Area but feel a little nervous about setting
off on your own? MECT has scheduled a
series of guided hikes to help you get started. We’ll
explore a different section of woods and trails each week.
The trail system covers an exciting variety of terrain, natural habitats, and beautiful landscapes. MECT guides
are eager to help you become comfortable and knowledgeable so you’ll want to return on your own.
The first two hikes (April 12 and 19) will leave from
the Cedar Swamp parking area off Southern Avenue.
The final two (April 26 and May 3) will leave from the
roadside parking area on Pipeline Road (Upper Pine
Street), just north of the Route 128 Exit 16 ramp. The
expected distance traveled during each hike will be
between 3 and 4 miles at a speed of about 2 to 2.5 mph,
which is considered a moderate pace. Hikes begin
promptly at 9:00 am and end at 10:30.
We’re sorry, but these hikes will not be dog friendly.
You are welcome to bring your leashed dog when you
visit the woods at a later time.
For beginner hikers, these hikes will be either “easy” to
“harder,” depending on your physical condition.
Seasoned hikers will find them easy. These hikes will
occur rain or shine so dress appropriately; wear sturdy,
slip-resistant footwear and bring water.
The hikes are free of charge and pre-registration is not
required, but we’d like to have an idea of each group’s
size, so please email conserve@mect.org if you’re planning to join us or have questions. We hope you’ll come
and experience the MECT woods in their early spring
finery!

The woodland trails hold many surprises “beyond the boardwalk.”
Explore the twists and turns, ups
and downs with an expert.

Critical Protections Added
The northeast corner of the Wilderness Conservation
Area is now secure, thanks to a conservation restriction
(easement) granted to MECT by Thaddeus R. Beal, Jr.,
of Essex. The restriction covers a little less than an acre
of Mr. Beal’s land lying between Coolidge Trust property along Southern Avenue and MECT-owned parcels
to the west. By confirming that the restricted land will
be protected in perpetuity in its natural, wooded, scenic, and undeveloped condition, this conservation
restriction effectively seals off the woodlands from possible intrusions for developmental purposes.
Elsewhere, MECT has accepted a conservation
restriction on 3.375 acres of upland and wetland on
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The Town of Ipswich will hold
a separate restriction on the Ipswich portion of the
property. Restrictions on these properties will help protect natural areas designated as “Core Habitat” on
BioMap2, a project of the Massachusetts Natural
Heritage and Endangered Species Program.
“Core Habitat” includes lands “that are critical for
the long-term persistence of rare species and other
Species of Conservation Concern, as well as a wide
diversity of natural communities and intact ecosystems.” By voting to accept these gifts, MECT’s board
of trustees underscores the value of an extensive network of protected natural open space in Essex and its
commitment to working with others toward shared
conservation goals.

Organizational Assessment
For over 50 years, land acquisition and stewardship,
trail maintenance, scientific study, and public and
school education programs have been MECT’s focus.
In 2013, trustees devoted time to reviewing MECT’s
operating procedures to insure that best practices are
applied and to look for opportunities for improvement.
We were extremely fortunate to be one of five
Massachusetts land trusts (there are currently 140) chosen to receive consulting services provided by the Mass
Land Trust Coalition (MLTC) and the Washington,
D.C.-based Land Trust Alliance (LTA). This award
provided MECT with a specialist who guided trustees
and staff through the LTA’s evaluation process, geared
at assessing organizational strength and competence in
managing land transactions.
Trustees are now targeting priorities that emerged.
Long-range and strategic planning, records keeping,
and board development are important components of
maintaining a strong organization. And, most critically,
we are looking at how to sustain our successful land
acquisition and defense program, as well as standardizing how we responsibly manage the conservation
restrictions which are entrusted to us.
MECT is not content to rest after fifty years of successful land protection and conservation, but rather is always
looking ahead to best serve the
mission and our community.
Spring Birding Walk:
Join Dave Weaver to
hear this Eastern
Towhee and other
migrant and resident
birds on May 11. See

Gift Helps Fund Cedar Swamp Kiosk
Project
Toad Hall Bookstore, in Rockport, granted $500
to MECT to support creating educational materials
for a kiosk at the rehabbed Cedar Swamp gateway.
Toad Hall is a full service bookstore and nonprofit
organization. All net profits are donated to environmental projects. MECT is very grateful to Toad
Hall.
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page 7 for details. Photo
by Mike Dyer.

50th Anniversary Wrap-Up

The Big Walk Through the Woods in April 2013 and the

Members and trustees celebrated in style at our annual

November Annual Meeting were highlights of MECT's 50th

meeting last November. Mrs. I.F. Colburn generously offered

Anniversary.

her beautiful home and gracious hospitality for the event. After

(Top left) Green Team students from Manchester-Essex

mingling on the grounds, enjoying the spectacular ocean view

Regional High School shared their time and enthusiasm for all

and hearty hors d’oeuvres, Dr. Tom French, Director of the

things environmental by helping out at the Big Walk Through

Massachusetts Natural Heritage and Endangered Species

the Woods.

Program, brought us up to date on the status of wildlife con-

(Top right) Children enjoyed a nature treasure hunt, assisted

servation in Massachusetts.

by Green Team members.

(Bottom left) Trustee Jeff Cochand and guests.
(Bottom right) Guests enjoyed delicious anniversary cake
baked and decorated by Janet Willwerth, Manchester.
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More Than Just a Pretty Place....
The Economic Value of Open Space By Helen Bethell and Kathy Leahy
hen you walk in the Manchester-Essex
woods or drive along a scenic corridor
beside them, do you think of all the ways
the trees, shrubs, and wetlands you see
have very real impacts on town budgets?
The answer is probably (and we hope) “no.” But you
could!
Last September, the Trust for Public Lands (TPL)
published a study entitled “The Return on Investment
in Parks and Open Space in Massachusetts.” A national
land conservation organization with a Boston office,
TPL helped Manchester save most of Long Hill in the
1990s. Taxpayers and conservation donors want their
dollars spent wisely, with value added to the community. One can easily argue that natural open space is
worthy of protection just for its own sake; the value is
intangible and priceless. But the TPL report does a
good job of quantifying the economic value to communities of significant aspects of the Massachusetts natural
landscape. And the report reminds us that we would be
poorer in many ways without the remarkable forests,
fields, and wetlands we have all helped to protect.
TPL’s study concludes that every dollar the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts invested in land conservation between 1998 and 2011 has yielded $4 worth
of benefits. These occurred in a variety of important
sectors of the state’s economy, including natural goods
and services, tourism, and agriculture, as well as in
helping to improve human health and sustaining
Massachusetts’ reputation as an attractive place to live

W

Well inland, woodlands filter contaminants and sediment,
helping maintain healthy coastal habitat for birds such as this
Great Egret. Photo by Alison Anholt-White.
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and work. Spending also leveraged federal dollars that
boosted the state’s ability to pursue its open space protection goals. MECT’s 50-year efforts to protect the
woodlands of Manchester and Essex have never relied
on state or federal funding, but rather have been sustained by the incredible generosity of local residents.
Many have offered family lands; others have contributed funding to help with acquisitions. Local voters
have approved the transfer of tax-title lands to conservation in both towns. While harder to measure in
monetary terms, these contributions clearly add up to
an immense amount of economic value. Just as with
state-financed conservation lands, the woodlands of
Essex and Manchester have proven to be an excellent
investment.
Natural Goods and Services: There is no doubt that forests and their wetlands perform several functions that
sustain human life, notably helping to maintain water
quality, control air pollution, remove carbon from the
atmosphere, and manage storm water.
Water Quality and Quantity: Forested watersheds are
widely recognized as the best safeguard for drinking
water quality. Undisturbed soils break down airborne
and waterborne pollutants. If there is heavy motorized
road traffic within the watershed, this can be especially
significant. Stable soils also help keep sediments out of
drinking water sources. Ponds and floodplain swamps
capture and hold water during wet seasons, releasing it
gradually during drier times, thus augmenting the
available water supply. Manchester derives its public
drinking water from a well near Lincoln Street and
from Gravelly and Round Ponds in Hamilton. Essex’s
public water supply is drawn from wells near Chebacco
Lake. The watershed areas feeding these sources include
large sections of the Manchester-Essex woods, as well as
woodlands in Manchester south of Route 128 and in
Hamilton.
Water Treatment: In the absence of natural filtration,
communities need to invest in water treatment plants.
The TPL report highlights the state’s ongoing effort to
avoid the need for such a plant in the Quabbin
Reservoir watershed (the prime drinking water supply

for the Boston metropolitan area) by protecting the
area’s woodlands. It is estimated that the $130 million
spent on land acquisition over the past 20 years has
made it possible to avoid building a filtration plant that
would have cost $250 million, plus $4 million per year
in operating expenses. The net benefit to water consumers in the district has been $200 million. And the
savings will continue over time. Manchester has a water
treatment plant, while Essex does not. Manchester’s
plant was needed to deal with the high levels of iron
and manganese in Round Pond — not any of the pollutants that are generated by modern living. Adding
more complex treatments would boost operating costs
significantly. It makes fiscal sense to avoid those costs
by maintaining the natural filtration system freely provided in the woods!
Stream and Coastal Water Quality: Besides providing
clean drinking water, undisturbed woodlands ensure
healthy streams and coastal embayments. Alewife, a
species lists by the National Marine Fisheries Service as
“of Special Concern,” breeds in the upper reaches of
the Essex River; while smelt breed in Sawmill Brook.
The extensive clam flats in the Essex salt marshes benefit from clean water inflows from the Essex woods via
the Essex River and smaller streams. Without the
woods, these resources would be diminished.
Flood Protection: Woodlands also provide important
storage basins for storm water. TPL reports that a oneacre wetland can store one million gallons of water.
Cedar Swamp, Maple Swamp, and smaller wetlands
throughout the Manchester-Essex woods are floodplain
swamps that hold back storm surges that then drain
slowly via brooks that run to the sea. Village areas abutting these brooks occasionally experience flooding.
Imagine how much worse the flooding – and the ensuing property damage — would be if roads and buildings replaced the natural woodland storage systems.
Carbon Sequestration and Air Quality: Plants absorb
carbon dioxide and emit oxygen. Increasingly, high levels of carbon in the atmosphere necessitate coping with
extreme weather events, spreading drought, warmer
oceans, melting ice and tundra, loss of biodiversity, and
a host of other challenges. Society is now recognizing
the enormous financial toll the shifting climate
imposes. Acting as a “carbon sink,” collecting and storing carbon, as well as filtering air pollutants such as
ozone and sulfur dioxide is therefore an important

Wetlands like Cedar Swamp provide natural flood control saving
residents and taxpayers logistical and financial headaches.
Photo by Dennis Curtin.

service provided by the Manchester-Essex woods. Have
you ever noticed how much cooler the summer air is in
Manchester than in more developed communities to
the west? Driving along Route 128, one senses the role
the trees play.
Quality of Life: The “Return on Investment” report discusses several other financial sectors that benefit financially from land protection. Real estate values are
higher for homes located adjacent to open spaces, and
rise even more if the open space is permanently protected. Parks and other open spaces with hiking trails
provide exercise opportunities and reduce medical costs
by contributing to healthy lifestyles. Tourism, recreation, and agriculture support local economies. Forbes
Magazine and CNBC both rank Massachusetts high in
“quality of life.” CNBC criteria include air and water
quality. A 2004 study published by MassInc noted that
Massachusetts’ residents deem loss of open space as a
threat to their quality of life. It would be impossible to
assign a dollar value to a child’s joy in discovering a
frog at Cedar Swamp, or the pleasure a group of friends
takes in admiring the return of colorful spring warblers,
or even just knowing that many plants and animals are
safely protected in the woods. But the TPL report also
provides ample reason for taking pride in the foresight
and sound investment strategy of so many people in
the 50-year effort to protect our woodlands. To read
the full report or its summary, visit www.tpl.org/returninvestment-parks-and-open-space-massachusetts.
Manchester-Essex Conservation Trust Spring 2014
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MECT Welcomes Corporate Members
The following businesses joined MECT during our
50th Anniversary year. Please thank them for supporting MECT!
Glovsky & Glovsky LLC www.glovskyx2.com
Jeffrey’s Creek Landscape Design www.jeffreyscreek.com
H.J. Collins & Associates www.hjcollinslandscape.com
Crosby’s Marketplace www.crosbysmarkets.com
Biomarine Research Labs www.biomarinelab.com
Contact Alida Bryant, abryant@mect.org or
(978) 890-7153, to learn about benefits of corporate
membership.

Scout Completes Eagle Project in the
Manchester-Essex Woods
Michael Chlumecky of Manchester’s Boy Scout Troop 3
recently completed work on his Eagle project and provided great assistance to MECT's efforts to maintain
trails in the Wilderness Conservation Area. Mike and
his crew tackled a steep section of the Ancient Line
Trail where it meets the Pulpit Rock Trail, constructing
and installing a ladder and two “water bars.” The ladder
will improve hiker safety in this difficult section and the
water bars will redirect rainwater, reducing trail damage
and siltation caused by erosion.
Mike approached the Trust to ask if an Eagle project
could help to solve a problem in the woods. The answer
was yes! and Mike worked very closely with MECT
trustees Cliff Ageloff, Bill Vachon, and Mike Dyer to

develop the design, prepare a plan for Boy Scout
approval, and execute the project. Mary Reilly,
Manchester’s Conservation Administrator, also helped
with the planning and site review.
Prefabrication work took place during the weekend of
November 2nd, with many thanks to Mory Creighton
for his assistance and the use of his wood shop.
On Saturday, November 9th, Mike’s crew carried big
loads of gear and lumber into the woods and spent
most of the day assembling the parts and securing them
on the hillside (and also having an excellent lunch made
by Mike’s mom, Laurie).
MECT’s 25 miles of trails are widely used by the hiking public in all seasons. This includes camping trips to
“Scoutland” by Scout troops. The Trust is especially
happy about our growing partnership with Troop 3 and
we look forward to seeing more of them in the woods
in the future!
We are also proud to note this project’s strong connection with Al Creighton, one of our founding members. Mory is Al’s son and Sam and Andy are his
grandsons.
Please visit our website at www.mect.org

Woods trail ladder completed. Clockwise
from bottom left: Alex Taliaferro, Cliff
Ageloff, Andy Chlumecky, Mike Chlumecky,
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Workshop high jinks. From left: Andy Chlumecky, Mike Chlumecky,

Mike Dyer, Will Burgess, Sam Creighton.

Mike Dyer, Mory Creighton.

Photo by Andy Creighton.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Help with Trail Work, April 5 and 12
Gather at 8:30 am at Cedar Swamp on April 5, and north
of the Route 128 interchange at Pine Street on April 12.
Bring loppers and saws. Rain dates are a day later. For
more information, call Bill Vachon at (978) 526-4315.

Get to Know the Woods Guided Hikes,
April 12, 19, 26, and May 3

On the autumn equinox in September, families enjoyed a hike to
the top of Millstone Hill. Children shared nature treasure hunt discoveries with MECT Trustee, Francie Caudill. Everyone received
a prize!

The guided hikes will familiarize hikers with the extensive
trail system. Hikes begin promptly at 9:00 am, end at
10:30 am, and will take place rain or shine. Hikes on April
12 and 19 will leave from the Cedar Swamp parking area
off Southern Avenue. Meet north of the Route 128 interchange at Pine Street on April 26 and May 3. Please
leave your dog at home. Questions? Email us at
conserve@ect.org.

Search Out Spring Wildflowers, May 10
Erika Sonder, wildflower expert, will lead the exploration
into the Warren-Weld Woodland in Essex. Walk begins at
2 pm. Meet at the Warren-Weld Woodland trailhead at
approximately 65 Apple Street, Essex. Parking along the
road. Space is limited. Registration required. Rain date
May 17. Email conserve@mect.org or call 978-890-7153.

See and Hear Songbirds, May 11
Dave Weaver will help birders identify migratory and resident songbirds in the Cedar Swamp area. Meet at 7 am
at the parking area off upper School Street, Manchester.
Birding begins at 7 am and ends at 8:30 am. Questions?
Email conserve@mect.org.

Annual Meeting and Walk, November TBA

MECT Founder Al Creighton and Land Acquisition Director
Helen Bethell enjoying the start of the 50th Anniversary Big Walk

Learn about the Eastern Coyote from conservation biologist Chris Schadler of Project Coyote. A woods walk
precedes the short business meeting. Refreshments will
be served. Location TBA.

Through the Woods.
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S AV E T H E D AT E
APRIL 5 & 12 Help with trail work. Meet at 8:30 am at
Cedar Swamp on April 5, and on Upper Pine Street on
April 12. Rain dates April 6 and 13.
APRIL 12, 19, 26 & MAY 3 Join Guided Hikes.
Each hike begins at 9 am and ends at 10:30 am.
Rain or shine. Meet at Cedar Swamp parking area
(4/12 & 4/19).

Meet on Upper Pine Street (4/26 & 5/3). No dogs,
please.
MAY 10 Identify Spring Wildflowers. 2 pm at the WarrenWeld Woodland trailhead on Apple St., Essex.
Registration required. Email conserve@mect.org, or call
978-890-7153. Rain date May 17. No dogs, please.
MAY 11 Enjoy Spring Birding. 7 am at Cedar Swamp
parking area. No dogs, please.

Springtime is Membership Renewal Time!
The moment is now… to support the conservation and education
activity you’ve read about in this newsletter. Please use the enclosed
membership envelope or go to www.mect.org/join to renew your commitment to local resource protection. You may also choose to join the
new Sustaining Member Program! We hope the opportunity to spread
your payments into monthly installments will encourage you to increase
your support. Please go to our website to sign up: www.mect.org/join.

The American Beech with its smooth,
silver-gray bark is easy to spot.

